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Subject: USSS issues

Body:

I just spoke with John Machado.1. The Service is still looking for the "Other Places" folder listed on the 135 

form. John is going to look for the Berlin protective survey in the box at NARA.2. The Service was concerned 

about the content of OMB documents and will probably be taking postponements. I explained that these 

documents had been included in the JFK Collection by NARA and that we simply forwarded them to the 

Service for their review.3. John will send us a letter indicating which Treasury Dept documents they are willing 

to release in full. John said they will all probably be released. He will send a letter to this effect to Steve 

Milline. I hope John's letter will prompt Steve Milline to communicate with us.4. John said the Service is close 

to completing its response to SS-12.5. John said the letter the Service received from the FBI team had a 

different tone to it compared with our usual correspondence, and it generated some conversation at Jane's 

weekly meeting. I explained why the letter was sent that way. John said he had also sought clarification from 

Deb Beattie, and she told him the new procedure for deadlines.6. John said he has told Tina Houston to go 

ahead and open Secret Service materials (based on the samples she sent) at LBJ Library. I asked him to sent us 

a copy of his letter to Houston itemizing the categories of material the Service has agreed to release, and he 

said he would.7. John said that the Service is close to completing its response to SS-13 (HSCA requests for PI 

files).
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